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ABSTRACT 12 
Mapping and understanding distributed deformation is a major challenge for the structural 13 
interpretation of seismic data. However, volumes of seismic signal disturbance with low 14 
signal/noise ratio are systematically observed within 3D seismic datasets around fault systems. 15 
These seismic disturbance zones (SDZ) are commonly characterized by complex perturbations of 16 
the signal and occur at the sub-seismic (10s m) to seismic scale (100s m). They may store important 17 
information on deformation distributed around those larger scale structures that may be readily 18 
interpreted in conventional amplitude displays of seismic data. We introduce a method to detect 19 
fault-related disturbance zones and to discriminate between this and other noise sources such as 20 
those associated with the seismic acquisition (footprint noise). Two case studies from the Taranaki 21 
basin and deep-water Niger delta are presented. These resolve SDZs using tensor and semblance 22 
attributes along with conventional seismic mapping. The tensor attribute is more efficient in 23 
tracking volumes containing structural displacements while structurally-oriented semblance 24 
coherency is commonly disturbed by small waveform variations around the fault throw. We 25 
propose a workflow to map and cross-plot seismic waveform signal properties extracted from the 26 
seismic disturbance zone as a tool to investigate the seismic signature and explore seismic facies 27 
of a SDZ.   28 
 29 
1. INTRODUCTION  30 
Many existing interpretations of fault patterns in the subsurface imply relationships between fault 31 
geometry, displacement and strain distributed in the surrounding strata. Examples include fold-32 
thrust systems (Suppe, 2003; Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990; Cardozo et al., 2003; Hardy and 33 
Allmendiger, 2011) and normal faults (Childs et al., 1996, 2003; Walsh et al., 2003; Long and 34 
Imber, 2010).  Fully testing the applicability of these models demands determinations, if not of 35 
strain magnitudes then at least descriptions of the strain patterns. The challenge is to map 36 
distributed deformation using seismic data. Our aim here is to provide an interpretational 37 
framework that could be applied to mapping volumes of deformation in the subsurface using 38 
seismic facies concepts that are well-established for high resolution stratigraphic interpretations.  39 
 40 
Conventional workflows for seismic interpretation commonly represent faults as discrete 41 
planar discontinuities across which stratal reflections are offset (Brown, 2001). Although this 42 
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approach can greatly facilitate the creation of maps of stratal surfaces and hence the formulation 43 
of seismic stratigraphic models, this simplification can hamper understanding of subsurface 44 
structural geology (Hestammer et al., 2001; Dutzer et al., 2009) and impact on the prediction of 45 
stratal juxtaposition and consequent models of fluid flow in hydrocarbon reservoirs (e.g. Faulkner 46 
et al., 2010). So there is much interest in developing better interpretative tools for seismic data that 47 
can predict the structure of complex fault zones, chiefly using seismic attributes (Chopra and 48 
Marfurt, 2005; Cohen et al, 2006; Gao, 2003; 2007; Iacopini and Butler 2011; Iacopini et al. 49 
2012; McArdle et al., 2014; Botter et al., 2014; Hale, 2013 for a review; Marfurt and Alves, 2015). 50 
This contribution develops this theme further. We focus on two examples, one a normal fault zone 51 
(Taranaki Basin, New Zealand) and another a thrust zone (deep-water Niger Delta), using single 52 
and combined seismic attributes. Although these approaches are widely used to predict 53 
stratigraphic geometries in the subsurface, they have hitherto seen little application to the structural 54 
interpretation of seismic data. Therefore we outline the geophysical basis for the methods here – 55 
with greater detail reserved for the appendix.  56 
Some of the issues affecting structural interpretation of faults are exemplified in Figure 1. 57 
While some parts of the data appear to show discrete offsets across narrow zones where seismic 58 
amplitude is greatly reduced, other levels show broader areas of amplitude reduction. This could 59 
represent zones of more broadly dispersed deformation, such as are found in fault relays (Childs, 60 
1996; 2003; Walsh et al., 1991; 2002, 2004). An indication of these broader deformation zones is 61 
manifest here as the folding of stratal reflectors both in the hangingwall and footwall to the fault 62 
zone.  63 
To further guide our studies, we refer to outcrop analogues for deformation structures 64 
developed in sandstone-shale multilayers (Fig. 2). In these small-scale situations, the deformation 65 
is very rarely focused onto a single fault surface. Although a single sub-planar discontinuity can 66 
commonly be identified upon which much of the displacement has been accommodated, this 67 
principal structure generally has other deformation surrounding it. For the thrust structure shown 68 
here (Fig. 2a), deformation includes folding, so that strata are locally sub-vertical, and include 69 
deformation fabrics (weak cleavage) and secondary faults. In the case of the  fault example (Fig. 70 
2b), although the bedding are gently folded, arrays of secondary faults with variable dipping 71 
orientation (Fig. 2c) create offsets of strata on various scales. In both cases the deformation away 72 
from their respective principal faults disrupts bedding. Consequently we infer that if these 73 
examples are representative, suitably up-scaled, for those in the subsurface, these secondary 74 
structural features should be manifest in seismic data. The challenge is to identify and interpret 75 
these – at least to isolate stratal volumes where these secondary deformations are most 76 
concentrated. This is the central aim of our paper.  77 
 78 
 79 
FIGURE 2 PLACED HERE 80 
 81 
 82 
2. METHODOLOGY  83 
 84 
2.1 Seismic attributes 85 
Attributes are measurements based on seismic data such as polarity, phase, frequency, or 86 
velocity (Dorn, 1998). They are calculated through signal and image processing algorithms and 87 
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are used for both qualitative and quantitative interpretation of seismic dataset. Our approach uses 88 
seismic attributes to provide information carried by the seismic signal that is otherwise not used in 89 
conventional seismic mapping. When interpreting stratigraphic features such as channels and 90 
marginal units to carbonate reefs (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007), different attributes are combined to 91 
create so-called “seismic texture” maps. The term “seismic texture analysis” was first introduced 92 
by Haralick et al (1973). Love and Simaan (1984) subsequently applied the concept to extract 93 
patterns of common seismic signal character. The approach gained favor because sedimentary 94 
features with common signal character could be related to their inferred depositional environment 95 
(Fournier and Derain, 1995). Subsequently a plethora of seismic attributes and textures have been 96 
developed - using statistical measures to quantify stratigraphic interpretations by creating 97 
repeatable seismic facies to predict subsurface reservoir characteristics (Gerard and Buhrig, 1990; 98 
Evans et al., 1992; Gao, 2003, 2007; Schlaf et al., 2004; Chopra and Marfurt, 2005; West et al., 99 
2007; Corradi et al., 2009). The 1990s saw 3D attribute extractions become commonplace in the 100 
interpretation work place. During this time seismic interpreters were making use of dip and 101 
azimuth maps (Brown, 1996). Amplitude extractions and seismic sequence attribute mapping were 102 
also established (Chopra & Marfurt, 2007). In order to reveal subtle stratigraphic features (e.g. 103 
buried deltas, river channels, reefs and dewatering structures), datasets were pre conditioned (e.g. 104 
filtering random noise and pre calculation of large scale linear or anisotropy features) leading to 105 
cross-correlation and coherence analysis (Chopra & Marfurt, 2007a). Further, dataset processing 106 
that preserved seismic amplitude has subsequently been used to infer porosity, statal thicknesses 107 
and lithology. Computations of curvature on amplitude, envelope or impedance have proven 108 
efficient in describing structural or channel lineament (Chopra & Marfurt, 2007b, 2011). Here we 109 
describe an equivalent single and multi-attributes analysis on pre-conditioned seismic datasets in 110 
order to characterize styles of seismic response around selected larger scale deformation structures 111 
that can otherwise be mapped conventionally using standard amplitude displays.  112 
 113 
2.2 Noise analysis 114 
 115 
Subsurface discontinuities create reflections and diffractions in seismic reflection data 116 
(Khaidukov et al., 2004). Reflections are used conventionally to interpret structural and 117 
stratigraphic features as they are generated by interfaces with impedance contrasts. Diffractions 118 
are generated by local discontinuities that act like point-sources (Neidell, 1971; Zavalishin, 2000), 119 
becoming active as soon as the direct wave hits them. Commonly, if those points are of the size 120 
comparable to the seismic wavelength (the Rayleigh criterion), they are ignored during processing 121 
(Khaidukov et al., 2004). Consequently this imposes a limit on the resolution of recorded 122 
backscattered waves: below the Rayleigh limit (Moser and Howard, 2008; Gelius and Asgedom, 123 
2011) no definite answers can be given as to location, dip, and curvature of a discontinuity, nor its 124 
topological properties, such as connectivity. An example of these limits is illustrated in Figure 3a, 125 
part of a dip line extracted from a stacked 3D seismic volume.  Here a discontinuity, inferred to 126 
represent a thrust fault, is surrounded by a halo characterized by low amplitude and incoherent 127 
seismic traces (the square box b Fig 3a and 3b). The same characteristics are retained even after 128 
smoothing (Fig 3c). This part of the seismic volume represents a width of several 10-100 meters 129 
(see Figure 3c for scale), which is significantly larger than the Rayleigh limit of resolution. 130 
Therefore this volume should contain primary reflections. That these are obscure suggests that the 131 
volume contains disruptive geological structures – potentially deformation equivalent to that 132 
associated with outcropping faults (e.g. Fig. 2b). Dutzer et al. (2011) called these “seismic fault 133 
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distortion zones”: volumes within the seismic data of significant uncertainty where the signal is 134 
distorted. Iacopini and Butler (2011) termed these volumes of disrupted seismic signal 135 
“disturbance geobodies”, where geobodies are interpreted 3-D objects that contain voxels with 136 
similar seismic amplitudes or other seismic attributes.   Some disturbance geobodies, or 137 
components thereof, may relate to imaging problems, such as interference by diffractions due to 138 
the geometrical complication of strata and edges around the faults and folds.  Others however may 139 
indeed represent deformation. Here we focus on the seismic properties and internal geometry of 140 
disturbance geobodies by analysing the performance of filters and filter sequences that can be 141 
applied during an image-processing workflow, especially those that inform interpretation of the 142 
distribution of the seismic noise within post stack seismic datasets. We then introduce some simple 143 
cross-plotting techniques so as to investigate the correlation between main phase and coherence 144 
attributes and to define possible seismic facies within geobodies. We believe that this approach 145 
can extend the use of seismic data in extracting more geological information (at scales above the 146 
Rayleigh limit) to interpret signal distortions associated with larger-scale deformation structures.  147 
 148 
 149 
FIGURE 3 PLACED HERE 150 
 151 
 152 
2.3 Image processing techniques 153 
 154 
Digital images, representing the seismic waveform, can be sampled and converted to discrete 155 
valued integer numbers through a process of image quantization (Acharya and Ray, 2005). The 156 
smallest single sampled component of a digital image is a voxel. Any image is therefore subdivided 157 
into voxels (Fig 3c’) and voxel coordinates are indexed as a matrix of rows and columns. In seismic 158 
image processing each voxel is associated with an intensity of the color that is proportional to the 159 
value of a particular attribute (Stark, 2007 and Fig 3f). The number of bits used to represent the 160 
value of each voxel determines how many colors or shades of gray can be displayed and as a 161 
consequence how much detail we can expect to track in the signal analysis (Henderson et al., 2007; 162 
Henderson et al., 2008). As an example see an image excerpt representing a geobody (Fig 3d) that 163 
has been sliced (Fig. 3e) and decomposed across three channels (1,2 and 3 in Fig 3e) and then 164 
scanned through. The single colour brightness is associated with voxel values and can be easily 165 
extracted for further quantitative analysis. 166 
Using processed images we can describe structurally-oriented disturbed and low signal-to-noise 167 
zones surrounding faults and other deformed zones. Post-stack seismic data are used here.  We 168 
aim to demonstrate that such disturbed zones can be analysed using different coherency algorithms 169 
and cross-plotted through 3D image visualization and image processing tools. The image 170 
techniques and workflow proposed here can readily be represented and reproduced through a 171 
variety of image processing codes and commercial/open source software (see also appendix).  172 
 173 
3 The fault seismic disturbance zones (SDZ) 174 
 175 
Conventional interpretation workflows pick faults from offset stratal reflectors on seismic data to 176 
create discrete, sub-planar surfaces (Fig 4a). While this approach certainly tracks the discontinuity 177 
and highlight the main fault relative displacement, it overlooks any deformation structures 178 
surrounding the simple edge discontinuity (Fig 4b). Signal disturbance can also be found in 3D 179 
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seismic volumes that are related to folds (Fig 4c and 4d). In these cases the volumes of signal 180 
disturbance, while characterized by chaotic and discontinuous reflector geometry, retain some 181 
amplitude and phase properties (see examples in Figs. 4d, e). We term these Seismic Disturbance 182 
Zones (SDZs) and they may have several distinct explanations: inappropriate illumination during 183 
the acquisition (Vermeer, 2009); the incorporation of diffractive components during the stacking 184 
procedure (Neidell et al., 1971); and an inappropriately-simplified velocity model within the 185 
deformed area (Biondi, 2006). All will contribute to the blurring of the signal by down-grading 186 
the signal/noise ratio in faulted, damaged and folded volumes. The lower physical limit of any 187 
interpretation is constrained by the ray tracing assumption, which is defined by the vertical tuning 188 
thickness (frequency), that is approximately one quarter of the seismic wavelength (see Widess, 189 
1973; Partyka et al., 1999), and laterally by the dimensions of the Fresnel zone that, for depth-190 
migrated seismic, is of the order of the wavelength (Berkhout, 1984). So there is a scale, between 191 
the Rayleigh limit and the distinctive seismic response, where signal expression is strongly 192 
disturbed but can still be interpreted. Our challenge is to use information from SDZs to enhance 193 
interpretations of distributed deformation around faults.  The question here is: to what extent we 194 
can push our interpretation using signal and image analysis methods? To answer this we now 195 
analyse two different examples. 196 
 197 
4 Expression and internal architecture of SDZ of a normal fault  198 
 199 
 200 
Figure 5 illustrates a section of the Parihaka normal fault located along the western margin 201 
of the Taranaki Basin offshore New Zealand (Fig 5 a, Giba et al, 2010). The example (Fig 5a’) is 202 
located along the western margin of the Taranaki Basin offshore New Zealand. Growth strata 203 
indicate that the Parihaka Fault accrued displacement during Late Cretaceous-Early Eocene 204 
extension (Fig. 6a) and was reactivated during renewed extension s affecting Early Pliocene strata 205 
(ca 3.7 Ma). A detailed analysis of this structure is provided by Giba et al. (2010, 2012).  206 
Cursory examination of the seismic data reveals discrete stratal offsets across a narrow 207 
tract with low signal/noise character (Fig. 6a),  presumably representing the main fault strands. 208 
However, these faults are encased, both in the hangingwall and footwall, by seismic volumes 209 
within which the continuity of stratal reflectors is disrupted and small-scale offsets of reflectors 210 
are evident (Fig. 6b). We infer that these zones of signal disruption represent locally-intense small 211 
to medium scale structural damage (Fig. 6c), collectively representing a SDZ 1-3 km wide. 212 
 213 
 214 
FIGURE 4 PLACED HERE 215 
 216 
4.1 Internal expression of the SDZ 217 
 218 
The challenge now is to investigate the internal character of the SDZs. Various approach has been 219 
proposed so far in to image processing literature. Hu et al. (2001) proposes a de-blurring filter, 220 
while Fehmers and Hockers (2003) developed a Structural Oriented (SO) filter to track similar 221 
discontinuities. Femhers and Hochers (2003) and Hale (2013) then further apply the SO filter 222 
within semblance algorithm (calling it SO semblance) to estimate fault throws. The SO semblance 223 
attribute is generally calculated by identifying the orientation of maximum semblance and 224 
outputting the value associated with that orientation. It automatically looks at all orientations 225 
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around each point in the data to find the correct structural orientation. This may require a certain 226 
pre-conditioning of the dataset through the calculation of dip and azimuth steering volumes 227 
(Gersztenkorn and Marfurt 1999). The SO semblance attribute is independent of amplitude and 228 
heavily influenced by phase, so it readily identifies phase breaks in the data irrespective of the 229 
amplitude. A similar approach is the Tensor coherency (or eigen-structure coherency; see 230 
Gersztenkorn and Marfurt, 1999) which represents an analytical method calculated through 231 
combination of the eigenvalues of the gradient structure tensor for the data of interest. The tensor 232 
attribute is very sensitive to amplitude changes in the data (high amplitude data has a larger 233 
gradient change across a fault than low amplitude data) and therefore tends to be more resistant to 234 
“noise” that can appear in coherency attributes from low amplitude chaotic strata. More 235 
sophisticated image-processing workflows targeting the fault damage using a combination of 236 
structurally-oriented filters and seismic attributes have recently been proposed (Duzter et al., 2010; 237 
Iacopini et al., 2012, Hale, 2013). The combined use of the tensor attribute and S-O semblance  238 
has the potential to distinguish the displacement zones from broad tracts of general signal 239 
disturbance (Iacopini and Butler, 2011; Iacopini et al., 2012).  Specifically in this paper we have 240 
adopted a modified version of the main workflow procedure described in Iacopini et al. (2012) and 241 
briefly highlighted in the Appendix. Taner and Sheriff (1979) and Purves (2016) describe and 242 
discuss the underlying physics associated with complex attributes such as instantaneous phase.  243 
In order to express the seismic texture of the main internal structure of the SDZ, in our 244 
interpretation we analyse and compare the amplitude, SO semblance coherency and the 245 
instantaneous phase expression of the signal. First we apply these three attributes to a segment of 246 
the fault (Fig. 5) and discuss their capabilities in enhancing different seismic aspects of the SDZ.   247 
 248 
Amplitude expression: The fault zone in Fig. 6d is surrounded by a SDZ of small-scale faults that 249 
affect the continuity and coherency of the amplitude signal. The SDZ includes not only the fault 250 
core zone (where the displacement is localized, as indicated by the white dotted lines) but also 251 
variable portions of the boundary walls where the signal is strongly disturbed. This distributed 252 
zone varies in width between 50 to 200 m. 253 
 254 
SO Semblance coherency: A semblance coherency image is represented in Fig. 6e. The colour 255 
scale is set such that bright yellows represent low semblance values (strong variability of 256 
waveform properties across the traces) while blue colours represent high semblance coherency 257 
areas. Incoherency is found not only associated with the main discontinuities but also within the 258 
adjacent SDZ (bold white line) where it shows similar scattered low values of coherency. Using 259 
opacity controls, semblance can also track the main discontinuities in the stratal reflectors together 260 
with amplitude variations along these reflectors.  261 
 262 
Instantaneous phase: Instantaneous phase (the phase component of the Hilbert transformation of 263 
the seismic dataset; Taner and Sheriff, 1979, Purves, 2014) is effective at highlighting phase-264 
dependent properties such as thin bed-sets, reflection terminations and other discontinuities in 265 
stratal reflectors. This attribute is commonly used to enhance interpretations of discontinuous 266 
stratal patterns such as onlap and offlap (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007). Within the SDZ (Fig. 6f), 267 
reflectors are characterized by discontinuities and/or chaotic structures. The instantaneous phase 268 
attribute reveals substructure within SDZs that, using semblance, are not otherwise imaged.  269 
 270 
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In the specific case studied here, the comparison of the images using three different 271 
expressions (amplitude, semblance and instantaneous phase) indicates that small scale faults are 272 
tracked and registered by coherency attributes and stratigraphically unraveled by phase-related 273 
attributes. It is through the combined use of these various attributes that structural interpretation 274 
of the faults is enhanced.  275 
 276 
 277 
FIGURE 5, 6 And 7 PLACED HERE 278 
 279 
 280 
4.2 Image analysis of the tensor and SO semblance  281 
 282 
Our objective now is to understand if displacement features currently mapped by the semblance 283 
attribute can be distinguished from disturbance zones associated with reflector disruption or edge 284 
reflectors. Edge reflectors produce clear lateral de-phasing of the signal between traces and can 285 
track discontinuities down to the limit of the tuning thickness. To explore these signal responses 286 
we use the tensor attribute and the Structural Oriented semblance attribute (SO semblance) as 287 
illustrated in a seismic inline across the Parihaka fault (Fig. 7 a-c, for location see Fig 5b). Low 288 
coherency zones tracked by the tensor attribute are draped on the original amplitude section (now 289 
as a semi-transparent image; Fig. 7b). SO semblance attributes are calculated and draped on the 290 
original amplitude section (as transparent image; Fig. 7c). The tensor attribute highlights the main 291 
discontinuities related to the edge reflector termination and the incoherent zones (Fig. 7b) with 292 
minimal response along the continuous reflectors or in the low amplitude zones. In contrast, the 293 
SO semblance attribute highlights a number of small scale discontinuities in the low amplitude 294 
zone that correspond to phase breaks due to chaotic or partially resolved reflectors (Fig. 7c). A 295 
similar comparison between attributes can be made using a time-slice (Fig 7d,e; for location see 296 
Fig 5b). The tensor attribute (Fig. 7e) also tracks the main faults and highlights them with better 297 
contrast than the semblance coherency (Fig. 7d). 298 
Comparison between the two attribute approaches can also be made for specific stratal 299 
horizons. Here we visualize a stratal reflector for a horizon mapped within the late Pliocene units 300 
and crossing a relay ramp on the main Parihaka fault. The edge of the fault is imaged by the tensor 301 
coherency (Fig. 8a). The same horizon is then analyzed through the SO semblance coherence (Fig. 302 
8b). This attribute also tracks edges and thus identifies the main fault discontinuity, but it is also 303 
very sensitive to other sources of incoherency surrounding the main fault throw. These surrounding 304 
areas broadly correspond to zones of strong amplitude variability here expressed as envelope of 305 
the amplitude (Fig 8c) although a clear linear relationship between amplitude and semblance 306 
coherency values is not evident (Fig 8d). Some of these incoherency sources may relate to the 307 
design of the original seismic acquisition (in relation to the structure) and to stratigraphic 308 
heterogeneities such as small sedimentary bodies and channels. However, the concentration of 309 
incoherency in the vicinity of the fault relay ramp (Fig 7b) may suggest that the attribute is also 310 
detecting stratal layers that contain higher concentrations of minor deformation structures.   311 
 Using the two coherence attributes in tandem (Figs. 8 a and b) not only enhances the image 312 
of the main fault zone, it also permits detection of smaller scale deformation in the surrounding 313 
strata. Thus not only can maps of fault throw and other products used for fault analysis be 314 
enhanced, seismic data can also be used to test kinematic models for the deformation state of fault 315 
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wall rocks that are derived from the larger-scale displacement fields (e.g. Wibberley et al., 2008; 316 
Faulkner et al., 2010). 317 
 318 
 319 
FIGURE 8 320 
 321 
 322 
5 Expression and internal architecture of SDZ of a Thrust fault  323 
 324 
 325 
To demonstrate the broader utility of the workflows outlined above, we now address a 326 
contractional structure, imaged from 3D seismic data from the deep water Niger delta fold and 327 
thrust Belt, analysed and presented here in TWT(two way travel time). This structure is introduced 328 
by Higgins et al. (2008; 2010).  Further structural context is provided by Iacopini and Butler 329 
(2011). Consider two profiles, 500 m apart along strike (Fig. 4 a and c). Both show a basal 330 
detachment (1’), a sequence of pre-kinematic strata (2’), a sequence of syn-kinematic strata (with 331 
respect to the local structure; 3’) and post-kinematic strata (3’ up to the seabed). These strata are 332 
all part of the Agbada Formation, a succession of turbidite sandstones, shales and associated 333 
debrites. The detachment zone is focussed in the largely over-pressured Akata shale (Higgins, 334 
2008). 335 
In one profile the pre-tectonic package is deformed by an opposed pair of thrust faults that 336 
deflect and offset the stratal reflectors (Fig. 4a). In contrast, the adjacent section (Fig. 4c) shows a 337 
fold structure. The main discontinuities and fold have uplifted the top of the pre-kinematic strata 338 
by 1-2 km above their regional elevation, assuming mean seismic velocity ranges from 3 to 3.5 339 
km/sec (Morgan, 2003). The double-thrust structure is not defined by discrete zones of offset. 340 
Rather it is marked by a volume within which the seismic signal is disrupted (4.8 sec and 5.8 sec 341 
TWT on Fig. 4b). These volume are about 100m wide. Reflectors entering these volumes become 342 
chaotic, blurred and reduced in amplitude. This represents a fault-associated SDZ. A magnified 343 
view of the fold structure (Fig 4d) illustrates broader tracts of signal disturbance. Part of the signal 344 
expression here is characterized by coherent dipping noise interfering with the continuous 345 
reflectors (arrow in Fig. 4d). This tract can be mapped and the SDZ contoured (Fig. 4d) to delimit 346 
and extract geobodies with low signal to noise ratios.  We can then use these geobodies to provide 347 
more realistic descriptions of thrusts zones and associated deformation. These SDZs and their 348 
associated geobodies have length of kms along strike and thicknesses of 50-100m (Fig. 4b) to 500 349 
m and therefore represent significant volumes of deformed strata.   350 
 351 
 352 
5.1 Internal expression of the SDZs 353 
 354 
Amplitude expression: In Fig 9a (few km a part from Fig 4a) the main discontinuity (expressed in 355 
amplitude) is interpreted to be a large-scale thrust fault that deflects the lower part of the Agbada 356 
Formation.  It terminates upwards into a triangular zone of signal disturbance where the amplitude 357 
is strongly damaged reduced. There is also significant amplitude-dimming and signal disturbance 358 
around the thrust zone itself.  This behaviour can be tracked along strike to an adjacent section 359 
(Fig 9d). Here there is a similar amplitude reduction in the core of the fold.  The details of the 360 
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image suggest that the dislocation of stratal reflectors is chiefly confined to the deeper part of the 361 
SDZ, near the fault nucleation zones, while the upper part  rather defines a broadening low 362 
Signal/Noise (S/N) zone while still preserving the continuity of the main folded stratal reflectors.  363 
 364 
SO Semblance coherency: The disturbance zone surrounding the thrust-cored anticline (forelimb) 365 
is mapped as a strongly incoherent tract (Fig. 9b), with the greatest incoherency associated with 366 
the core of the structure. The backlimb of the anticline also contains small inclined zones of 367 
incoherency (with similar relative values as thrust core; Fig. 9f). Specifically in Fig. 9f the 368 
semblance coherency in the backlimb closely corresponds to the change in dip (kink) of the 369 
reflectors. These do not align along a single axial plane, but show a more complex geometry. The 370 
low coherency zones do not correspond to significant offsets of the stratal reflectors (as confirmed 371 
by the amplitude and phase image Figs 9a,d and c ,f). The images support the conclusion of 372 
Iacopini & Butler (2011) that semblance coherency  may be used to identify stratal volumes 373 
containing distributed deformation rather than be used to simplydetect edges (e.g. fault-cutoffs) of 374 
stratal reflectors.  375 
 376 
Instantaneous phase: 377 
The internal structures tracked by the semblance coherency attribute are better imaged visually 378 
using the instantaneous phase, especially the thin-bed discontinuities and reflector breakages. Fig. 379 
9c shows that discrete offsets and breaks of the stratal reflectors are confined to the lower medium 380 
part of the structure. Likewise instantaneous phase does not image breaks in stratal reflectors but 381 
rather their bending along the axial place of the anticline (Fig. 9f). Both profiles resolve well the 382 
stratigraphic contact between the Agbada and Akata Formations (green lines, Fig 9a,d) and  show 383 
that it has been offset by the large-scale thrust (>5.2 sec TWT). 384 
 385 
Combining the two seismic attributes (semblance coherency and instantaneous phase)) 386 
improves the imaging and helps to elucidate the nature of the large scale SDZ. Semblance 387 
coherency can be applied to recognize an area of possible deformation associated to seismic 388 
waveform incoherency. Following this initial analysis, instantaneous phase can be then be applied 389 
to fine-tune definition of the principal fault discontinuities, and thus establish lateral stratal 390 
continuity within individual SDZs.  391 
 392 
6 Cross-plot analysis 393 
 394 
In earlier contributions we have attempted to delimit SDZs and investigate their internal seismic 395 
structure (Iacopini and Butler, 2011; Iacopini et al., 2012). We also applied the cross-plot analysis 396 
by comparing the semblance and the curvature to enhance and characterize zones affected by 397 
different strain (Iacopini and Butler, 2011). A similar combined approach was also proposed by 398 
Chopra et al (2011) to characterize horst and graben structures. We did not however address how 399 
to distinguish (in a stacked seismic dataset) the signal components deriving from the oriented 400 
structure from noise, be it arising from the background or created by surrounding structures. This 401 
enhancement is now discussed with reference to pre-conditioning the seismic data through simple 402 
cross-plotting methods. The approach is then applied to our two case studies.   403 
 404 
 405 
Figure 9 placed here 406 
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 407 
 408 
6.1 Rationale of cross-plotting seismic attributes. 409 
 410 
Here 2D cross-plot analysis is used to illuminate the variation of the azimuth ( as the angle with 411 
respect to the north of a signal), the dip (respect to the 3D north coordinate reference system) 412 
versus the coherency attribute mapped out of the seismic dataset (Fig. 10 b and Fig. 11 a and c). 413 
Semblance and/or coherency values of the seismic can be extracted from any coherency volume 414 
attributes, while the reflector azimuth coordinate can be extracted from any azimuth volume 415 
(calculated as a time invariant volume). Many commercial interpretation software platforms return 416 
these volume attributes as matrices of data that can be further manipulated through numerical 417 
software packages (e.g. Matlab, Mathematica or Mathcad).    418 
 419 
6.2 Cross-plot azimuth versus semblance: splitting signal from noise 420 
 421 
To explore the potentiality of the method proposed we selected the seismic dataset from 422 
the Taranaki basin imaging the Parihaka normal fault (Fig 5). Due to the high quality of the seismic 423 
dataset, the complexity of the fault and its related damage structures have been very well preserved 424 
and therefore represent an ideal seismic dataset where to explore image workflow processing . 425 
Azimuth and semblance attributes from the Parihaka seismic dataset are cross-plotted (Fig. 10). 426 
The distribution clusters into a series of sub-populations that define particular preferred 427 
orientations (Fig. 10a). The tightest distribution represents the cluster of data with the lowest 428 
coherency values in the full dataset (45 degree respect to North). These are distributed along a 429 
narrow range of azimuths (cluster 1). Two other clusters (volumes 2’ and 3’ in Fig 10b) are 430 
identified, with wider azimuthal ranges (0-60 and 70-90). Data within these clusters can then be 431 
visualized back within the original seismic dataset.  The tight azimuthal cluster corresponds to the 432 
Parihaka fault structure (see volume 1’ in Fig 10). The other two preferred azimuthal orientations2’ 433 
and 3’ correspond to noisy and medium coherency zones surrounding the fault (Fig 10) together 434 
with a NE-SW acquisition footprint noise. Thus this method demonstrates that the cross-plot 435 
method can be applied to track specific oriented noise or signal (e.g. the acquisition footprint), 436 
simply by selecting azimuth directions from within the volume. Note however, that it requires that 437 
the orientations of the fault systems do not coincide with that of the trajectory of the survey 438 
acquisition, as this would stack both sources of signal disruption. 439 
 440 
 441 
Figure 10 placed here 442 
 443 
6.3 Cross-plot dip versus semblance 444 
 445 
A good quality seismic data example to test the method is the deep water Niger delta thrust belt 446 
(3D CGG  see Fig 5d) as it represent a very complex structural dataset where good details of the 447 
dip structures have been enhanced (see Higgs et al., 2008).  Fig 11 (a to d) shows the application 448 
of our method to the 3D seismic volume from the deep water Niger delta. Here, two clear spikes 449 
(Fig. 11 a and c) associated to the thrust-oriented features can be recognized along the dip axes in 450 
a time-coherency-dip cross-plotting volume. Once selected and visualized in the volume, the cross-451 
plot maxima clearly correlates with the low semblance coherency zones associated with the major 452 
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thrust zone (Fig. 11b, d) that show distinctive dip.  Notice that the first spike is in reality a 453 
composite spike (black arrow in figure 11c) highlighting the more complex double nature of the 454 
thrust structures as shown in Fig 11 b.  455 
Due to the similar along strike direction of the thrust structures the cross-plotting 456 
semblance coherency versus azimuth of those structures is not efficient in distinguishing the two 457 
structures (Fig 11e).  The cross plot dip versus semblance  is instead generally efficient for 458 
discriminating between  zones of low coherency that are fault-related from those resulting from 459 
other sources of noise or signal disruption. Once selected, the subset of low-coherency data points 460 
can be plotted back and represented within a new visualization of the 3D seismic volume. This 461 
new seismic cube now highlights those SDZs associated with specific structures such as major 462 
faults without the interference of noise with oblique directions with respect to the structure of 463 
interest. This is a good starting point for further interpretation – relating the nature of the noise to 464 
the large scale faults.  465 
 466 
FIGURE 11 PLACED HERE 467 
 468 
 469 
7 Mapping and characterizing the disturbance zones  470 
Once the selection of the disturbance zones characterizing the main fault or deformation structure 471 
has been performed using the cross-plot across the area of interest, it is possible to proceed with 472 
the geobody characterization. Currently this can be achieved using either manual interpretation 473 
methods or automated techniques such as volumetric threshold-based extraction, or auto-tracking 474 
methods from a seed-point with threshold limit or range. Both methods have their flaws: manual 475 
interpretation of complex geological objects may be unrepeatable and time consuming, whilst 476 
automated methods rely on a consistent seismic expression within the object to be extracted and 477 
depend on the colour-imaging capabilities. It is not the scope of this paper to investigate the various 478 
techniques. Rather we present results from an existing approach (Paton et al., 2012) that adapts 479 
local data statistics to changes in seismic expression through a data volume. This approach 480 
combines manual interactive 3D editing of the geobodies with opacity threshold in areas where 481 
data-driven techniques alone are not sufficient to resolve the geological target. For our case studies 482 
we have extracted disturbance geobodies obtained using the cross-plot analysis of semblance 483 
versus azimuth attributes. Some noise with similar orientation to the SDZ is still resistant to the 484 
main cross-plot selection. The main outcomes are shown in Fig. 12. The SDZs tracked using the 485 
distributions of low semblance values have been rendered and extracted as single geobodies. These 486 
represent volumetric visualizations of the SDZs that have been pre-defined with low coherency 487 
thresholds (based on colour opacity values). The resultant geobodies can then be draped or filled 488 
with the correspondent original seismic signal properties or other attribute properties. It is these 489 
visualizations that underpin further analysis of the seismic texture. Figure 13a represents slices 490 
through these geobodies. 491 
7.1 Characterization of the disturbance zones using Multi-Attributes  492 
Seismic signal properties were selected and extracted as SDZ geobodies using multi-attributes. 493 
This approach to investigate internal properties of the SDZ is similar to what used in seismic facies 494 
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analysis (Dumay and Fournier, 1988; Posamantier and Kolla, V, 2003) where using the appropriate 495 
combination of seismic attributes for stratal units can predict lateral changes in geological 496 
properties when calibrated with well information. When the geological information through a well 497 
log or field data is incomplete or non-existent, seismic facies analysis is called unsupervised 498 
(Fournier and Derain, 1995, Matos et al., 2007). In these cases the facies analysis is performed 499 
through the use of clustering algorithms. Without well log information, a mapped signal property 500 
cannot be strictly linked to specific petrophysical characteristics of the disturbance zone. This is a 501 
principal source of interpretation uncertainty. As well-log information is not available for our 502 
study, the interpretations of structural damage we draw from our visualizations are similarly 503 
uncertain.  504 
7.1.1 Multi attribute across the Parihaka SDZ . 505 
The first step of the workflow extracts the geobody using the tensor attribute (Fig 12). This is 506 
readily achieved through the color opacity by selecting the color associated to the lowest tensor 507 
values. This surface represents the external skin of a minimum body volume of the SDZ (Fig. 12). 508 
The enclosed geobody is then populated with attributes extracted from the SDZ. The approach is 509 
illustrated in a sub-cropped volume of the Parihaka seismic dataset (Fig 12) corresponding to a 510 
window centered on the horizons located between 0.850 to 0.950 ms. The sub volume was chosen 511 
because it addresses a series of horizons just below the seabed where the resolution is still very 512 
good (around 70 Hz mean frequency).  Calculation of the multi-attributes values and re-population 513 
of the fault-related SDZ with these multi-attributes was then performed over the full area of the 514 
fault-related SDZ. In Fig. 13 the multi attribute analysis uses two amplitude-related attributes 515 
(envelope and standard deviation) together with the SO semblance coherency. In order to 516 
characterize their interplay, the attributes mapped into the geobody are then cross-plotted. The 517 
resultant cross-plot diagrams (Fig. 13 b, c and d) are calculated from the data contained in a small 518 
sub volume (black box in Fig. 13a). This area is magnified and analyzed in Fig. 14 below. 519 
7.1.2 Cross-plotting amplitude and semblance properties. 520 
By cluster analysis, the cross-plot function between two or more attributes may be used to define 521 
different seismic facies. Here three attributes are compared: amplitude properties as the envelope; 522 
standard deviation; and SO semblance. The standard deviation is a multi-trace attribute calculated 523 
from values over a defined 3D neighbourhood. It can calculate sites of rapid change or variation 524 
in amplitude and highlight volumes of chaotic structure. The envelope (root of the square 525 
amplitude) is commonly linked to relative acoustic impedance and in some specific geological 526 
environments to lithology properties (proportional to the acoustic impedance, Chopra and Marfurt, 527 
2005). Figure 13b shows standard deviation values cross-plotted against envelope for the selected 528 
areas (Fig. 13a). The cross-plot displays a positive correlation between the envelope and standard 529 
deviation.  This means that value of amplitude variability is proportional to the brightness within 530 
the SDZ. Portions of the SDZs where the amplitude signal is stable (low variability) are associated 531 
with low envelope values.  In contrast, standard deviation and semblance show poor correlation 532 
(Fig. 13c) and are not considered further here. A negative correlation exists for the the envelope 533 
versus semblance (Fig. 13d) and this is confirmed if we select the entire geobody area (Fig. 13e). 534 
Consequently low coherency portions appear statistically linked with high envelope. Therefore we 535 
use two relationships for further discussion – those between envelope and standard deviation 536 
together with semblance and envelope.  537 
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8 Results: construction of the facies framework 538 
Figure 14a is a blended map of semblance and envelope attributes for the selected area in the 539 
geobody, created by draping the semblance and envelope volumes (see appendix for a detailed 540 
description of the main workflow). High semblance and low values of envelope are represented in 541 
the blend volume by blue, while low semblance (or high incoherency) and high envelope is 542 
represented in red (Fig. 14a). Figure 14 c is the blended map of the standard deviation and envelope 543 
attributes volume draped into the selected geobody. Low values of standard deviation and low 544 
envelope are pale blue/white while wide values (high variability) and high envelope (brightness) 545 
are in red.  These volume attributes were then used to create two facies maps using the statistical 546 
approach defined above by specific acceptance level: respectively a semblance/envelope facies 547 
(Fig. 14 b) and the standard deviation/semblance facies (Fig. 14 d). The significance of the facies 548 
from a specific selected area (shown on Fig. 14 b and d) is represented by the numbered rectangle 549 
in the cross-plot diagram (Fig. 13 b, d). A comparison between the blend maps and the facies  550 
provide a good basis for structural interpretation.  551 
8.1 Envelope/semblance facies map. 552 
The following three main facies can be recognized (Fig. 14b): 553 
1-1- High envelope/ high incoherency zones corresponding to zones were the signal has been 554 
strongly perturbed and the amplitude damaged (intense red facies 11, rectangle 1 in Fig 13d ) 555 
1-2 - Intermediate coherency/ amplitude (orange facies 2, rectangle 2 in Fig 13 d).   556 
1-3 - Relative low amplitude/ low incoherency represent zones where the signal is well defined 557 
and with relative low amplitude (pale red facies 1-3, rectangle 3 in Fig 13d) 558 
A comparison between Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b shows that the intense red colour of the facies 1-1 559 
corresponds to the intense red colour of the blend map 1 (as indicated by the white arrows in 560 
Fig.14b). Similar relationships apply to the other colours in sequence (white colour 2 in the blend 561 
map approximately matching with the pale facies 1-3, the blue with the facies 1-2).  562 
8.2 Envelope/Standard deviation facies map: 563 
Again three main facies (1-1; 1-2; 1-3 in Fig 14d) can be recognized and broadly matched with the 564 
blend map (intense blue; white; red, Fig 13c): 565 
1-1- Facies of high variability/ high envelope values (intense blue – facies 1-1; Rectangle 1, Fig 566 
13b) 567 
1-2- Intermediate coherency/ amplitude (white - facies 1-2; Rectangle 2, Fig 13b) 568 
1-3- Facies of low envelope values/low variability that correspond to zones were the signal shows 569 
neither strong amplitude nor amplitude variation (red - facies 1-3; Rectangle 3, Fig 13b) 570 
 571 
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If we compare figure 14b with fig 14d we can observe (as pointed by the white arrows) that the 572 
facies 1-1 associated with high incoherency and high envelope (see Fig. 14b) broadly corresponds 573 
with the red/pale facies with medium/brighter envelope and intermediate/ high standard deviation 574 
(high incoherency imply high amplitude variability)). Again the facies characterized by low 575 
envelope and high stability (low variability) values broadly matches with the zone of high 576 
coherency (named facies1-3in Fig. 14 b, d). The width and uncertainty of the limits are due by the 577 
complexity of the signal and the statistical threshold used to construct the two facies from the 578 
combined volumes. 579 
The result is that it is possible to map amplitude related and semblance-related attributes 580 
and use those values to obtain facies of the signal response across the full FSDZ geobody (Fig. 581 
12). Collectively they show patterns of differing signal properties across the SDZ.  582 
 583 
FIGURE 13 and 14 PLACED HERE 584 
 585 
9 Discussion  586 
 587 
9.1 Interpreting the SDZ semblance-envelope based texture map 588 
 589 
An integrated view of the mapped geobodies and the seismic reflectivity for the Parihaka fault is 590 
represented in Fig. 15.  The geobodies built from the seismic texture obtained using the envelope 591 
and SO semblance (Fig 13b) are now visualized (using the same red facies colour 1 to 3 of Fig 14) 592 
and tied by arbitrary lines imaging the envelope and the related reflectivity properties. The seismic 593 
color bar represents high envelope values in red (strong reflectivity) and low envelope values in 594 
blue.  Strong red facies (facies 1-3) correspond to the reflectors characterized by medium/high 595 
envelope values coincident with area of strong reflector deflection (characterized by low 596 
coherency). Across the seismic line the red facies consistently match the medium and high 597 
envelope values associated with areas of strong incoherency. This facies is clearly sensitive to 598 
zones where the signal matches strong deformation and amplitude variation and support the facies 599 
distribution reconstructed through the seismic attributes. It suggests that there are promising 600 
indications that the SDZ can statistically store real signal responses and do not represent noise 601 
artifacts. A similar result has been recently proposed by Botter et al (2014) through forward seismic 602 
imaging experiments using a 3D post stack dip migration simulator (Lecomte et al., 2012). 603 
Although the effect of coherent noise and the response of the coherency has not been taken into 604 
account in these experiment, their results emphasize that the character of SDZ is partly due to the 605 
seismic response of the damage and fault zone cores. Moreover Botter et al.’s (2014) RMS 606 
amplitude analysis across the fault discontinuity suggests that SDZs are directly correlated to 607 
changes in acoustic properties, especially at high wave frequencies. This seems to support the idea 608 
that despite the systematic effects of array acquisition parameters, the amplitude response within 609 
the SDZ could be related to change of the acoustic properties of the fault. Similarly, the clear 610 
correlation between amplitude response of the signal (envelope) and the coherency of the signal 611 
within the SDZs demonstrated by our study suggests that relationships between seismic waveform 612 
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properties and the petrophysical response of large scale deformed structure should be investigated 613 
further. 614 
 615 
9.2 Possible pitfalls in the calculation of attributes. 616 
 617 
As recently highlighted (e.g. Marfurt and Alves, 2015), an indiscriminate or automated use of 618 
seismic attributes, especially using dip or curvature (Chopra et al., 2011) without a detailed pre 619 
conditioning of the data (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007) commonly creates artefacts. These include 620 
apparent discontinuities or false fractures (known as “structural leakage”) or may be affected by 621 
acquisition footprint, migration operator aliasing, aliased shallow diffractions, and multiples. Low 622 
reflectivity may simply fall below the ambient noise level (Marfurt and Alves, 2015). Here, our 623 
procedure requires a pre-recognition of the main large-scale structure |(through edge preserving 624 
structural oriented filter or the analysis of steering dip and azimuth volumes using different 625 
sampling windows) together with matching the observation with conventional mapping across 626 
seismic sections. The use of cross-plot techniques to reduce the footprint noise or extract the 627 
structure of interest from the underpinning sedimentary structures of no interest for our analysis 628 
were key to reduce both the number of artefacts and the interference between signals of different 629 
geological origin. Our full analysis has been performed across quite a shallow portion of the data 630 
sub-volume that retains high frequencies (10-70 Hz), deep enough to be only partly affected from 631 
the main footprint acquisition (in any case reduced through the cross-plot analysis between 632 
coherency and azimuth) and in an area devoid of diffuse deformation and stratigraphic complexity. 633 
However, as indicated in Fig 10, the cursory analysis of any 0 - 90 degree-oriented feature through 634 
the cross-plot analysis of the coherency versus azimuth allowed us to map not only different types 635 
of noise but also sedimentary features which are not of direct interest here.   636 
 637 
FIGURE 15 PLACED HERE 638 
 639 
9.3 Geological significance of SDZ  640 
 641 
The two distinctive tectonic areas investigated here, demonstrate three end-members of possible 642 
structural deformation visible at seismic scale. The first represents an intense inverse thrust 643 
structure, the second the seismic expression of a fold, the third a normal fault zones surrounded by 644 
a wide spread area of strong fracture/secondary fault damage. The observed SDZ affecting the 645 
forelimb of the fold structure is comparable to the fault-related SDZ (Fig 4a, c). In both cases the 646 
two large structures are affected by signal disturbance where the amplitude, phase and coherency 647 
of the reflectors appear damaged. In the normal fault structure (Fig. 6a,b) the fine scale texture of 648 
the signal indicates that an intense vertical discontinuity is producing a wipe out zone with broader 649 
disturbance. As suggested elsewhere (Dutzer, 2010, Iacopini & Butler, 2011) and discussed below, 650 
these types of SDZ are repeatedly observed in submarine data and represent an unavoidable aspect 651 
of the deformation to deal with for reservoir modelling, restoration and balancing purposes. Within 652 
our thrust structure (Figs. 3a and b), the origin of small to sub -seismic scale features are less 653 
clearly interpreted in terms of inherent deformation structures. They may however be easily 654 
extracted, distinguished, mapped out, treating the disturbance zones as geobodies distributed 655 
across the boundary walls.  656 
At outcrop scale, a damage zone is defined as the network of subsidiary features bounding 657 
the fault core zones (Caine et al., 1992). However fault core show thickness of the order few mm 658 
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to various meters while fault damage zones show thickness that usually span from cm scale to 100 659 
m scale (Caine et al., 1992; Faulkner et al., 2011). Both objects are often at the limit of the seismic 660 
resolvability. The various SDZs analysed here are significantly thicker than any equivalent damage 661 
or deformation structure observed in the field (Faulkner et al., 2011). This may caution against 662 
applying definitions or simplistic interpretations based on simple self-similarity through scale.  663 
Conclusion 664 
The study here represents a step forward in the seismic characterization of the fault structure and 665 
its surrounding noise through the use of seismic image processing methods. It represents part of 666 
on-going work aimed at recognizing seismic signatures related to distributed deformation (see 667 
Botter et al., 2014; Marfurt and Alves, 2015). We demonstrate that, through seismic image 668 
processing and the use of cross-plot functions, it is possible to extract SDZs, to treat them as 669 
geobodies and explore their internal seismic texture. The following methods are proposed: 670 
- An image processing workflow procedure to extract the structure oriented signal from the 671 
seismic footprint. 672 
-  A seismic image processing workflow to map the signal properties within the fault SDZ 673 
and reconstruct unsupervised seismic facies by using cluster analysis methods.  674 
Further work is needed to apply the methodology across different fault damage zones through the 675 
inclusion of well log core information and by using seismicforward modelling tests to investigate 676 
if the seismic texture observed can be robustly linked to the petrophysics response (using inverse 677 
methods) of the fabric properties imaged within the fault SDZs. 678 
 679 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 960 
Figure1 a) Interpreted seismic image of a normal fault structure and related damage (North sea, 961 
Virtual SA library). b) Characterization of the main reflectors along the fault structure. 962 
 963 
Figure 2. a) View of a classical thrust thrust structure, Prembokshire (UK). Arrows pointing 964 
respectively at thethrust fault and related anticline. b) thrust fault on turbidite complex, Army bay, 965 
New Zealand; c) zoomed view of b (black rectangle), on the small scale damage and fracture 966 
 967 
Figure 3. Images of a seismic disturbance zone (SDZ):  a) original thrust structure (Niger delta); 968 
b) wiggled visualization of the magnified view from the main stacked trace in box 1’; c) smoothed 969 
visualization of the stacked image b; c’) voxel visualization and scale of the box 2’; d) Geobodies 970 
representing the SDZ of a thrust extracted from a 3D volume (black color, (high coherency) put in 971 
transparency). e) RGB time slice color imaging the SDZ cross thrust strand in d; 1. the 972 
correspondent red channel (RGB) expressed through the grey scale channel (preserving the 973 
internal color gradient), 2: second green channel (RGB) ; 3 third (correspondent blue) channel 974 
expressing the edge component of the RGB; f) plot diagram of the pixel values scan analysis across 975 
the first channel bright monochrome SDZ image . 976 
 977 
Figure 4: Seismic line representing a 2D section from deep water thrust of the Niger Delta. b) 978 
Zoomed view of the boxed area in Fig 4 a representing delimited SDZ zones characterized by area 979 
of low amplitude and disturbed signal. c) Seismic line representing a section 500 m apart along 980 
strike from the image in a showing a backfold limb structure. d) Zoomed image from the square 981 
box area in c) showing the low amplitude and SDZ area. Arrow pointing to a footprint oriented 982 
noise affecting the SDZ. e) Sketches of the upper thrust SDZ imaged in e b; f) sketch of the 983 
backlimb SDZ imaged in d) 984 
 985 
Figure 5 a) Regional location of the Parihaka fault (modified from the New Zealand Ministry of 986 
Petroleum and Minerals regional map) .b) Time slice semblance coherency visualization ( at  900 987 
ms TWT, within the upper Pleistocene) of the Parihaka fault. Section lines show the location of 988 
the seismic sections in Figures 6 and 7. Rectangle shows time slices in Figs 7d, e and 10. 989 
 990 
 23 
 
Figure 6. Seismic sections in amplitude of : a) Parihaka normal fault (see Fig 5b for location); b) 991 
zooming of the SDZ across the main fault structures; c) simplified sketch of the lower main damage 992 
zones in c. Seismic section from the Parihaka fault (d to f, location in Fig 5b) imaged through 993 
various attributes d)  fault image in amplitude ; e) semblance coherency; f) instantaneous phase. 994 
White dotted lines map the major discontinuities with visible displacement across the SDZ zone. 995 
Continuous white lines define the boundaries of the SDZ. 996 
 997 
Figure 7.  Comparison of the tensor coherency and the SO semblance coherency filters across the 998 
main Parihaka fault. a) Seismic section amplitude image; b) tensor attributes expression draped on 999 
the original image a) (now in transparency) ; c) semblance attributes draped on the amplitude 1000 
image a (now in transparency: the amplitude image). d) Tensor attributes draped on the time slice 1001 
amplitude image from the Parihaka fault; e) SO semblance coherency attributes draped on the time 1002 
slice amplitude image (at 1284 ms TWT) . See further explanation in the text. Arrows and boxes 1003 
are used for comparisons. Location of seismic section and time slice is shown in Fig 6b 1004 
 1005 
Figure 8. 3D imaging of a shallow horizon crossing the parihaka fault showing: a) the tensor 1006 
coherency across the parihaka fault structure. b)  the SO semblance coherency across the Parihaka 1007 
fault structure. c) the envelope distribution across the Parihaka fault structure. d) cross-plot 1008 
representation of the envelop versus coherency values extracted from the fault through. 1009 
 1010 
Figure 9 Two seismic sections from the deep water Niger Delta FTB imaged through different 1011 
attributes:; a) foredeep thrust image in amplitude; b) semblance coherency image from a; c) 1012 
instantaneous phase image from a; d) image in amplitude of a section 1km a part from a showing 1013 
a backfold structure; f) semblance coherency image from d; g) instantaneous phase image from d.  1014 
 1015 
Figure 10 a) cross-plot image of coherency versus azimuth, the squares 1’, 2’ and 3’ represents 1016 
selected cluster points to be visualize in the original dataset: sub -volume 1’ expression of the 1017 
cluster point in 1’ (fault geobodies) ; sub-volume 2’: expression of the cluster point in 2 (oriented 1018 
acquisition noise); sub volume 3’: expression of the cluster point in 3 (random noise). 1019 
 1020 
Figure 11 Cross-plot cluster and image analysis of the semblance attributes of a shallow sub-1021 
volume imaging the Deep water thrust belt form the Niger Delta.  a) Dip versus semblance 1022 
coherency cross-plot; b) visualization of the cluster in a; c) Dip versus semblance coherency cross-1023 
plot; d) visualization of the cluster point in d; e) azimuth versus semblance coherency crossplot 1024 
view. 1025 
 1026 
Figure 12. 3D visualization as geobodies of the selected SDZ (same from diagram 1’ in Fig 11) 1027 
using tensor attributes. The color bar refer to relative values of the semblance attributes draped on 1028 
the tensor SDZ geobodies. 1029 
 1030 
 Figure 13 a) Time slice at 900 ms (TWT) extracted from the Fig 12. b) Envelop versus St 1031 
deviation crossplot. Numbered black squares represent the data point of the facies units; c) St 1032 
deviation versus Semblance crossplot; d) Envelope versus Semblance. Numbered black square 1033 
represent the data point of the facies units.e) envelope versus semblance crossplot of the full SDZ 1034 
geobodies volume. See text for explanation 1035 
 1036 
 24 
 
Figure 14 Facies reconstruction within a selected area of the SDZ geobodies: a) blend map using 1037 
semblance and envelope volume (1, 2 and 3 blend end member). b) Facies representing the cluster 1038 
classification in 13d; c) blend map using colour expressed in 14 a; d) Facies map representing the 1039 
cluster classification in 13d. See text for explanation. 1040 
 1041 
Figure 15.  Cross-section representation of two arbitrary seismic line (expressed as envelope 1042 
values) tying the Parihaka SDZ. The SDZ represent the entire fault analyzed and is expressed as 1043 
geobodies facies map (using the  envelope and semblance cross-plot classification values, Fig 13d). 1044 
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